Based upon the Named Entity Task Guidelines [ 11] , the task was to locate and tag with SGML named entity expressions (people, organizations, and locations), time expressions (time and date), and numeric expressions (percentage and money) in Spanish texts from Agence France Presse, in Japanese texts from Kyodo newswire, or in Chinese texts from Xinhua newswkel. Across languages the keywords "press conference" retrieved a rich subcorpus of texts, covering a wide spectrum of topics. Frequency and types of expressions vary in the three language sets [2] [8] [9] . The original task guidelines were modified so that the core guidelines were language independent with language specific rules appended.
The schedule was quite abbreviated. In the fall, Government language teams retrieved training and test texts with multilingual software for the Fast Data Finder (FDF), refined the MUC-6 guidelines, and manually tagged 100 training texts using the SRA Named Entity Tool. In January, the training texts were released along with 200 sample unannotated training texts to the participating sites. A dry run was held in late March and early April and in late April the official test on 100 texts was . An additional contribution of MEr was the basehning of human performance (Table 2) . Dry run test data created by the language teams were analyzed to obtain consistency and accuracy scores as well as timing on the task. Analysts averaged eight minutes per article for annotation, including review and correction. Analysis revealed that inter-analyst variation on the task is quite low and that analysts performed this task accurately. This contrasts significantly with human performance data on a more complex information extraction task in MUC-5 [13] . When human baseline data are juxtaposed with the system scores, it is clear that the systems are approaching human accuracy with a much higher speed, offering further support for readiness for application. The scores in Tables 1 and 2 are the F-Measures obtained by the scoring software. The F-Measure is used to compute a single score in which recall and precision have equal weight in computation. Recall, a measure of completeness, is the number that the system got correct out of all of those that it could possibly have gotten correct; and precision, a measure of accuracy, is the number of those that it got correct out of the number that it provided answers for.
The F-Measures in Table 1 were produced by the automated scoring program. The program compares the human-generated answer key and the system-generated responses to produce a score report for each system. The low and high F-Measure scores from the formal test held in late April represent the current performance of the systems in this experimental evaluation.
The scoring software performs two processes: mapping and scoring. After parsing the incoming answer key and system response, it determines what piece of information in the response should be scored against each piece of information in the key. This process of alignment is called mapping and relies on the text being overlapping at least in part and, in cases where more than one mapping possibility exists, the software optimizes over the F-Measure for that piece of information. The scoring results are then tallied and reported.
The F-Measures in Table 2 for the human performance baseline were also preduced by the automated scoring program. The consistency scores are the F-Measures resulting from comparing the two analysts' answer keys. The accuracy results are the F-Measures obtained by comparing each analyst's answer key against the final answer key. The measures are reported anonymously as a high and a low score.
In terms of the evaluation methodology, a number of lessons were learned from this experimental evaluation. The first was that the scoring software development effort would be improved by requesting realistic data from participants as early as possible for software testing instead of waiting until the dry run. An analysis of the order in which the data was provided, the timing of the distribution of the data, and the reliability of that data suggest that the results reported here are really the "floor" of what the technology is currently capable of rather than the "ceiling."Given that the systems are performing so close to human pelrformance, it will be necessary to perform significance testing in the future. This testing will include human-generated responses in the test.
The Multilingual Entity Task section of this volume is a collection of papers that review the evaluation task and the participating systems. This overview paper is followed by three papers, discussing the task by language. Papers from each of the sites then briefly provide technical descriptions of their systems and participation in MET.
